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ABSTRACT
A strategy is presented to rapidly advance a developing nation utilzing the
power of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). A banking
institution is chosen to be the anchor tenant to spread ICT. A radical approach
of re-engineering using leading technologies is applied to transform the new
bank to make it competitive for the new agenda. Development of a robust fiber
optical network is proposed to facilitate connectivity of the branches for
subsequent massive extension of broadband access through out the country.
The strategic vision is to create a viral effect of ICT in the semi-rural and rual
areas through use of innovative business models in order to achieve spurt in
economic growth and pursue long term development.
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Introduction
The term "Re-engineering" means fundamental re-thinking or reforming or
transforming to achieve radical change in order to be competitive, to bring about
rapid improvement in performance. It means to re-engineer something that was
engineered long ago in order to achieve desired performance an results. The
concept mainly applies to an organization, particularly large organizations that
have become inefficient over time that finds it difficult to be competitive using
the archaic systems of governance, organizational processes and procedures.
The concept is not about slight improvement or making an existing process
better. It is about changing what exists. It is about radical change to achieve
significant improvement in performance. Fundamentally it is about bringing
change in mindset, and with widespread use it could significantly improve a
nation's performance. It is not an easy task and should not be tried with
inexperienced people. There are proven methods and tools, but it can only
succeed with experienced leadership and professionals. Many corporations and
institutions, public and private, have successfully utilized this concept to
significantly improve their economic performance. The term "Technology
Enabled Re-engineering" means achieving such radical change and improvement
in performance by utilizing technology, particularly Information and
Communication Technology (ICT).
It has been proven that increased use of Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) results in per capita increase of GDP (various ITU studies). In
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fact the charts below reflect evidence of astounding GDP growth attributable to
ICT. According to the experts of World Economic Forum, "at a time when
economic growth is stalling in many parts of the world, the use and applications
of ICT remain among the most powerful engines of growth. ICT continue to offer
the best hope for developing countries to accelerate their development
processes."
Teiodensity versus GDP
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Source: ITUL Study - Telecommunications & Economic Growth: Economic Qualification of
the Imnpact of Telecommunications on Development; - James Alleman 1996
Bangladesh is a developing nation and perhaps one of the most impoverished in
the world. Despite its destitute conditions the people of Bangladesh surprised
the world by defying all skeptics of credit risk management and proving that
innovative concepts (Grameen Bank - Microcredit) do work. People of
Bangladesh proved to the world that a sound business concept not only does
social good but can also be very profitable. Subsequently with the advent of
modern communication technologies the villagers of Bangladesh have once
again proven by embracing the Wireless/Mobile technology (Grameen Phone)
and stunned the world by spreading it through out the rural villages. Who would
have thought that a villager earning less than a dollar-a-day would use a mobile
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phone, and who would have thought that it would be a very lucrative business?
Bangladesh is an untapped market of 131 million people with latent demands of
ICT and other technologies beyond what is apparent. People of Bangladesh
continue to keep up their quest for technology, knowledge and advancement.
Bangladesh has proven to be an incubator of innovative technological solutions
for developing nations. Nonetheless, before attempting a giant leap, one must
answer the central questions:
Is Bangladesh ICT ready? If so, what is the best way to spread ICT in
Bangladesh? What will spark economic growth and development? What
will work?
The author answers these central questions in this paper and describes a
strategy for advancement of Bangladesh that utilizes innovative use of ICT to
generate economic growth and by pursuing re-engineering of archaic public
institutions to bring necessary reform to set the country in a progressive path.
About this Paper
This paper is about re-engineering a developing nation - Bangladesh, utlizing
the power of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). Bangladesh
has made remarkable progress in the last decade although much of it not
measurable in economic terms. Today the nation stands uniquely poised for an
ICT revolution that could unleash the potential for sustainable economic growth
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and development, and position the country to be far more competitive and a
much stronger player in the global networked economy. However, such a
revolution is not possible without significant external assistance, and such
assistance is only likely to come with a credible strategy that demonstrates a
high probability of sustainable economic growth, reform in governance, and
progress in social development.
For thirty years since the country's independence, beyond meeting basic needs,
Bangladesh had to rely on external aid and loans. However, unlike many other
developing nations Bangladesh has kept up with the payment of debts, and as a
result international agencies have been generous to Bangladesh in the past.
However, over the years, government regimes, mainly alternating between two
major political parties, have come to rely too much on outside assistance
without demonstrating noteworthy economic progress. International agencies
such as IMF, World Bank, Asian Development Bank and others have shown due
appreciation about the recent reforms in Bangladesh, but have not been
satisfied with the progress. They have been demanding greater economic
performance from the government in terms of further reforms and economic
growth. Annual GDP growth rate has been stagnant at little over 5% for the last
few years and the government hasn't been able to pursue the kinds of reforms
demanded by the lending partners. Financial resources world wide are becoming
limited and scarce. With limited resources the international agencies are
increasingly partnering with able governments of developing nations that are
likely to achieve more in terms of poverty alleviation so that mellinium goals
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could be achieved. As a result there has been a gradual decline of external
assistance for Bangladesh. In September 2002 IMF did not provide a loan
assistance of $500 million requested by Bangladesh, citing needs to achieve
greater reforms. Greater reforms are indeed essential, quickly and urgently! But
they are unlikely to occur under the current mode of pursuit considering
Bangladesh's bleak history of government performance. Appropriately observed
in a visionary long-run perspective study by the World Bank', the burdens of
excess population on limited land, deep rural poverty, decadent governance, and
lack of economic progress in the face of these interlinked pressures are truly
alarming. It could cause skeptics to reject anything visionary. However, the
scholars and experts who conducted the study stated that such dismissive
reaction would be ill-founded. Enough significant positive trends and
opportunities were observed that the experts truly believed and pointedly stated
that this nation has the potential to repeat on its soil, with the dynamism of its
people, the growth experience of other leading Asian nations who were not
much different a decade or so ago, where Bangladesh is today. Nonetheless,
the situation for Bangladesh is alarming because it is at a critical juncture. It
has achieved enough so far to experience a burst of growth leading towards long
term prosperity, and yet there isn't enough to make a giant leap alone which
could lead to an unprecedented economic decline and degradation of life beyond
the point of recovery. Bangladesh must sieze the moment to meet the urgency.
A strategy must be deviced to bring radical changes to spark growth. The future
of the nation needs to be predicted and pursued successfully.
'Bangladesh 2020: A Long-run Perspective Study; The World Bank - May 1998
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As highlighted in the World Bank study, "The best way to predict the future,
it has been said, is to invent it." In that spirit the author in this paper makes
a poignant effort to present an innovative strategy and a project for
consideration by the IMF and the World Bank on behalf of Bangladesh to qualify
for the $500 million IMF loan package. The author presents an innovative plan
to create a vehicle for economic growth and development, and by channeling the
borrowed money through this vehicle to create opportunities for employment,
growth, and advancing the nation to achieve best return on investment. For
Bangladesh, the author essentially presents a strategy to re-engineer the nation,
gradually but steadily and rapidly by utilizing the power of ICT and other proven
technologies, and proven methods.
The strategy is based on auhtor's own professional experience, in-depth
knowledge of technology transfer and management in the context of the country,
and personal life experience of the culture and people, supported by leading
thoughts, credible publications, and real examples from other nations. The
author was initially inspired by the tough reforms led by the Minister of Finance
& Planning, Mr. Saifur Rahman. Subsequently the vision articulated by the
Minister of Science and Information & Communication Technology, Dr. Abdul
Moyeen Khan for the country's development to be led by technologists and
entreprenuerial innovators have further inspired the author to develop this
strategy. The author, in a recent visit to Bangladesh, held meetings on the
subject with a number of ministers, relevant government officials, rural
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entreprenuers, and the President of Bangladesh, Professor Iazuddin Ahmed.
Their collective enthusiasm and views have been taken into account in putting
together a practical strategy that would succeed.
It is a bold strategy that calls for tough actions by the government and yet a
very pragmatic one starting with one organization and gradually, but rapidly and
effectively, reforming others. The country's small size (57,000 sq. miles -
slightly smaller than the State of Iowa), its very problem - dense population,
the potential teledensity it offers, and the recent reforms are heavily weighed in
targeting the initial organization to create the best opportunity for growth and
speedy reform. It starts by merging two low performing government controlled
banks (industrial & commercial) to create a new banking institution with an
appropriate charter to take on economic growth, industrialization, and ICT based
reform. The merged new bank is envisioned to be initially corporatized but yet
under government control in order to be in arms length with the government to
pursue policy changes and to be able to drive changes and reform in other
related public institutions. The strategy begins by "re-engineering" the new
banking institution to be a competitive vibrant vehicle for economic growth, to
set an example of successful technology enabled re-engineering in order to lead
change, to establish a culture of IT based reform and governance, while making
it an anchor tenant for proliferating ICT and broadband access through out the
country. The strategy is designed to spurt economic growth in the short term by
creating a viral effect of ICT in semi-rural and rural areas particularly in the non-
farming sector, through the bank's branch network by financing and initiating
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innovative business models taking into account people's ethnic culture, divinity,
and way of life. The strategy emphasizes on global partnership and acceleration
to achieve speedy development of industry, commerce, education,
entertainment, and broad band services including Wi-Fi technology. It also
focuses on developing the bank as a major IT company that champion
development and marketing of Shared IT services and Business Process
Outsourcing. It includes a vigorous campaign of IT based reform and
governance for the bank's own efficiency and success and later extending the
same in both private and public sectors through executive orders and mandatory
measures. A core component of the strategy, to achieve the above, is to develop
a robust fiber-optical network backbone for the bank to be constructed in
partnership with Bangladesh Army. The network's initial purpose would be to
connect all the bank branches located through out the country, with an aim to
eventually develop the network into a primary national communications
backbone governed by the state and serviced and maintained by
telecommunications cable operators in the private sector. The strategy
highlights the short term objectives and shows a transition towards the long
term objectives of building better transportation systems, low cost power and
lighting systems, better education system, improved healthcare, waste, water
and land management systems, and innovative systems for country's
governance leading towards becoming a progressive digital nation engaged in
growing eBusiness, eEducation and eGovernance while preserving people's
values, culture, and ethnic traditons.
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Country Profile
HCt WORL BANK GROUP .. .
1997 2000 2001
People
Populatiogtotal 124.4 million 131.1 million 133.3 million
Popu!ation growth (annual ) 1.7 1.7 1.7
National poverty rate (% of population) 33.7
.Life expectancy (years). 59.8 61.2 61.6
Fertility rate (births per woman) 3.3 3.1 3.0
Infant mortaity rate l  per 100ll v !e birts) 66.6 54.0 51.0
Under 5 rnortalit rate (per 1,000 children.. 82.0 77.0
Birts atten!ided by skilyed ealth staff (M of t.ota). .. 12.1
Child mal[nutrition, weight for age (% of under 5) 56.3 48.0
Child inm murizatiorn, measles (%M of nder 12 mos) 72.0 76.0 76.0
Prevalence of HIV (female, % ages 15-24) ... 0.0
!.iteracy otal ( a..ge 15 and above... 61.7 60.0 59.4
Illiteracy female (% of ace 15 and above) 71.8 69.8 69.2
pr.imary co.nlpetion rate, tota (... age... .. 69.9
Primary c mpletion rate, female (% aqe group) .. 71.7
Net prim.aryenroment . .relevan.t e group) .. 88.9
Net seconilarv enrollment (O relevant age group) .. 42.7
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Environment
Surface rea (sq km)
Deforestation aveare annual % 1990-2000
Witer .... u_.se ''.%f .... stotal r.es ources)
C__2 elisis jmetric tons rcapit
.4Acce:ess_.to . pdroved w aterso urce (% of total op i,
Access to improved sanitation (% of urban pop.)
,E_,.-y. .r...us:i_ .ca.o..P ' I e .l iLia ..nt
.ectic t2L U.. ue rap a kWh
Economy
GNI e Atla s metod cu rrent US$)I[Qrc i atlas method (current US)
.G p -o _..D..P. i...1yZ. . -.2 )
GD icr,!o tPricde fl,3atolr (alll ua l% _growt)h
Value ad de di acriculture (% of 0029
Value added in industr v~ of GDP)
Value addedl in services (%of GDP)a e.o e...fJ In.ds a ices ,%, _ ,of G _P 
Exports of g:Ioods and services ,(% of GDP)
.. e'os c 2i!.orniation..:_ /_.q ,f. .t.Gf DP
Current rever e excluding qrants / of GDP)
Overall bc.ge_ balAQncgcLcuding rants_% of Gl P) 
Technology and infrastructure
144.0
thousand
0.2
135.2
76.0
42.7 billion
340.0
42.3 billion
5.4
3.1
24.7
24.1
51.2
12.0
18.0
20.7
144.0
thousand
13,340.0
-1.3
9,238.0
97.0
71.0
142.4
95.9
47.9 billion
370.0
47.1 billion
5.9
1.9
24.6
24.4
51.0
14.0
19.2
23.0
144.0
thousand
48.6 billion
360.0
46.7 billion
5.3
1.6
23.3
25.1
51.6
15.4
22.3
23.1
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Fi xed lnD b le tlhones e- 11. 0 ,ee
_ e ephone averaoje_ cost Of local call (US$ .er three
minutes'
Personal cornputers_ er 1,o0 oeopieL
Internet users
e~.y_.e..d_..m~a_.'.. s: £ . t. .....
A.rcrit£..p.:tp_.artu re s 12,8(
Trade and finance
Trade iL g.Žds as a schare of iDp (GDr~.a~~i.~r:..~.c ei~:)~<.::~. ~qs ....... ...... .... ... .. .
Trade in goods as a share of goods GDP (%)
H.i(tlr:,t:.e_.c!Qgyex,.os_r(, Iof manufactured exportsj
N et barter terms of trade 1.99.5...... 1
Faire n irlct inve-stmetr net nilows n reportng
139.4 mi
cou ntry _cu . rrent U,3
Present value of debt current Ut.JSt
Tfort!l,,Ci,.. .eticf. , -ofQ exports of goods anild services)
Short-tern debt ot.tstandinq (current USi) 175.0 mi
, i .. Dee....... ent i.... .. atora  r.ab se....... Dril 2003. 
Source: World Development Indicators database, April 2003
3.2
0.0
0.2
5.8
0.0
1.5
1,000.0 100,000.0
9.5
)0.0
27.7
01.1
6,300.0
31.3
88.8
Ilion . 280.4 million
0.0
10.4
ilion
8.1
9.6 billion
9.2
294.8 million
8.9
Background
Bangladesh is small country of covering about 57,000 square miles (slightly
smaller than the State of Iowa in the United States). It is a relatively new
nation which gained its independence three decades ago. A densely populated
nation of 131 million resilient people and have marched forward through a
dreadful course of natural disasters, political turbulence, and severe poverty.
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Despite many obstacles the country managed to institute, particularly in the last
decade, many reforms and achieved improvements in many sectors. Many
industries have been privatized and many incentives have been created to
attract foreign investments. With the advent of internet and IT awareness
generated from the global IT revolution and recent IT developments in
neighboring India, over the past decade a noteworthy IT work force has
developed in the country comprising an enthusiastic layer of urban population of
young graduates and technical professionals. The IT awareness created in the
country has led the government to focus on development of IT industry.
Currently ICT is amongst the top priorities of the government. Development of a
modern ICT Park adjacent to the capital city covering few hundred acres of land
has been approved. Bangladesh Telephone & Telegraph Board has not yet been
privatized but it is currently under corporatization. Voice over IP has been
recently legalized. The missed opportunity of connecting with global submarine
cable is no longer a worry. A submarine cable project is currently underway and
projected to be operational by the end of 2004. A number of anti-corruption
laws have been enacted. Bangladesh Army was engaged to catch some
notoriously corrupted people. Army was also engaged to build infrastructure
(roads) that demonstrated high quality work and on time completion.
Bangladesh made improvements at macroeconomic levels. The global Growth
Competitiveness Index ranking study - 2002 by World Economic Forum2 in the
Macroeconomic Environment index category ranked Bangladesh 3 9th amongst
the top 80 nations - a strong performance compared to the 4 8th ranking the
2 The Growth Competitiveness Index - 2002; World Economic Forum
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year before in 2001 in the same category. Following the burst of the IT bubble
in the West and noting the IT potentials and other improvements in Bangladesh
many migrant IT professionals and entreprenuers have returned back home, and
a huge number of IT professionals currently living abroad are very anxious to
help their home country by participating in ICT development. However, due to
lack of a robust ICT infrastructure and lack of further development of the ICT
business environment is preventing the much needed accelerated development.
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Is Bangladesh ICT ready?
This question perhaps can be best answered in the context of global ICT
rankings and credible research conducted by experts from renowned global
institutions. Last year the World Economic Forum published a Global Information
Technology Report 2001-2002 which was the first and most comprehensive
assessment of the networked readiness of countries. It became a credible bench
marking document and a reference point for researchers, governments and
other decision makers. So this year with hightened importance and awareness
the World Economic Forum have teamed up with INSEAD and World Bank's
InfoDev and recently published the most compelling global ICT ranking - Global
Information Technology Report - 2002-20033. Eighty two (82) countries were
selected that met the minimum ICT ranking standards. Surprisingly many
nations from all parts of the globe, otherwise considered to be rich and
resourceful, did not make the list. Bangladesh made its way to be amongst the
82 leading nations of the world assessed for networked readiness. Due to the
fact that key economic factors including country's population and per capita GDP
were weighed into ranking, Bangladesh ranked low amongst the 82 nations.
United States ranked 2nd behind Finland, Singapore 3rd, Malaysia 32nd, India 37th,
China 4 3 rd, Indonesia 6 4 th, Russia 6 9 th, and Bangladesh 7 7 th ahead of five other
countries. India and China earned special writeups in the study highlighting the
two nation's achievements and areas for improvements.
3 2002-2003 The Global IT Report - Readiness for the Networked World - INSEAD, World Economic Forum,
InfoDev
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Undoubtedly, for Bangladesh there is much to be achieved in order to be a true
player in the networked world. Nonetheless, Bangladesh is showing potential.
Interesting facts have emerged from this comprehensive study. Such as,
average household income (US$) in Bangladesh is less than neighboring India
and China, and perhaps the least amongst the nations ranked. However, in the
category -- Household spending on ICT (US$ per month) Bangladesh ranked
much higher (44) than India (79), Malaysia (52), Sri-Lanka (61), Indonesia (71),
China (77), and many other nations. Many would consider this to be a significant
fact that proves how huge of an apetite general population have for ICT in
Bangladesh in spite of far lower earnings.
Household ICT Spending (US$ per month)
Subset of comparative ranking amongst 82 countries qualified for
Global ICT ranking
Bangladesh 44(Ranking: 1=Best; 82=Worst) Bangladesh 44
Malaysia 52
Sri-Lanka 61
Indonesia 71
China 77
India 79
Source: Global IT Report 2002-2003 - World Economic Forum
From a stand point of business usage of ICT, in the category - Use of E-mail for
external correspondence (%) Bangladesh ranks very high (11) just below United
States (10) and far above many nations including India (34) and China (79).
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The above demonstrates that businesses in Bangladesh are more open to
embracing ICT than many other developing nations. It also proves the fact that
conducting business in English language (e-mails) is less of a barrier in
Bangladesh than it is in India, China and many other developing nations. Based
on the above facts and the prior success stories of Grameen Bank and Grameen
Phone, it could be concluded that Bangladesh is ICT ready and ICT could a
major enabler of growth and development. A nation of 131 million hard working
resilient people, of which nearly half is literate, is uniquely poised for an ICT
explosion.
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Business Usage of ICT
(%/) Use of Email for External Correspondence
Subset of comparative ranking amongst 82 countries qualified for
Global ICT Ranking
(Ranking: 1=Best; 82=Worst)
Bangladesh 11 U.S. 10
India 34
China 79
Source: Global IT Report 2002-2003 - World Economic Forum
What is the Problem in Bangladesh?
Despite great ICT enthusiasm and readiness the nation is not able to make the
leap due to several issues, but mainly due to lack of a robust broadband
communication infrastructure. There is a communication infrastructure, and
there have been improvements made by adding digital exchanges and by laying
down some fiber optic cables, but the improvements have mostly benefited
people in the metropolitan cities. From a national perspective the infrastructure
is simply old, overloaded, and full of patch work by now. It was built in the
sixties; thanks to good work by Siemens of Germany; which lasted for over forty
years and still providing services through one million plus lines. The current
infrasture is bursting at the seams. It can no longer meet the demands of the
people and clearly cannot be counted upon to spark ICT based economic growth.
The current infrastructure with improvements can, however, serve as a back up
system. But for the growth envisioned, a brand new robust telecommunication
backbone needs to be developed which can serve the future needs of the entire
population. This is a strategic need and there have been out cry for a new
infrastructure from the technically educated community. Lack of such cruicial
infrastructure is related to lack of vision, lack of education, and widespread
corruption in bureaucratic government institutions, which leads us to the core
problem in Bangladesh - corruption!
Corruption is the root cause of all problems in Bangladesh. It is all too easy to
blame a government, but it exists within government. It also exists in the
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society in general. The problem of corruption is deep rooted, but it can be
eradicated enough to facilitate growth and development. It requires
understanding . Public institutions and their processes and procedures were
engineered (designed) over half a century ago. They were designed by the
British rulers who came from outside to operate in a non-trusting environment.
As a result the processes and institutions, to meet the challenges of the time,
were designed to be full of barriers, check points, and hand-offs to ensure
control and command. There was no in-built concept of "customer orientation".
At the time the providers of services were the rulers and the recipients of
services were peasants and common people of the land at best considered as
constituents (customers) with limited rights. The onus to please and satisfy was
upon the constituents to the service providers (rulers). The concept of
empowering the customer to better ensure the survival and sustainability of the
service provider simply did not exist at the time. Such thoughts would have
threatened the system of governance of that era. However, these processes and
institutions remain as archaic and bureaucratic as before. They are inefficient
full of unnecessary barriers that have been succeptible to corruption. Honest
leaders and officials have tried disciplinary and punitive measures to control
corruption often at the cost of their own careers and sometimes their lives. One
needs to understand why the systems are kept as before. The problem is that
some people became literate while the masses remained illiterate. The literate
few learned to operate within the bureaucracy and found it beneficial to keep the
barriers to secure their jobs, and subsequently found it extremely lucrative to
earn monies at each barrier through corrupted means. Although the heavy
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handed disciplinary approach and fear tactics have suceeded in bringing some
reforms, they are not sustainable in the long run because the organizational
design, business models, and the processes, along with the bureaucratic culture
remains the same as before. Lack of knowledge and experience to direct and
pursue major transformation initiatives coupled with the fact that corrupted
government officials and bureaucrats often out number the good officials have
made it difficult achieve necessary reforms. As a result at times even the reform
minded officials have compromised and given into corrupted ways. Privatization
efforts have helped some industries. The advent of computer technology
initiated sparks to acquire PCs by organizations to improve efficiency, but have
only replaced the old typewriters in many cases. No serious efforts have been
made to re-engineer the archaic institutions by creating incentives for
stakeholders, suppliers and customers that make an organization competitive
and sustainable. It is mainly due to lack of business transformation or re-
engineerin( expertise. The private sector have moved development efforts
forward and demonstrated satisfactory results. Archaic publicly owned
organizations have not been able to meet the demands of improving the
necessary infrastructure in order to advance the nation. The current
government initiated a number of reforms and placed development of IT sector
high in the agenda. While IT and ICT are put on high priority under pressures
from within and outside, there is no clear strategy for development.
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What is the Solution?
A convincing strategy needs to be developed that will demonstrate an ICT
sparked jump start in the short term and a roadmap with a vision for the future
that leads toward long term growth and development addressing the problems
stated above. The following are important considerations:
Short Term Considerartions
1. A robust fiber-optical backbone (data/voice/video) needs to be built, and
broadband access need to be extended beyond metropolitan cities into
suburban and semi-rural areas to initiate a viral effect of ICT.
2. Innovative business models and models for effective mass education need
to be developed focusing on semi-rural and rural areas, leveraging on this
network.
3. Low cost Shared IT services need to be created that would appeal to
organizations and industries so that enterprise resources can be focused
on business fronts. Also to develop an IT infrastructure for software
development for internal use and export, along with an infrastructure for
Business Process Outsourcing.
4. Reforms have to be initiated in key government sectors (Finance &
Telecom) utilizing IT solutions to initiate efficient and innovative
governance.
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Long Term Considerations
1. Environment friendly transportation (high speed rail) infrastructures have
to be developed to improve mobility of people, goods and services within
the country.
2. Alternative low cost power, lighting, and energy sources have to be
developed.
3. Port authorities and Airlines have to be re-engineered potentially
privatized.
4. Government innovation and reforms have to be initiated in other
government sectors utilizing IT solutions and with greater focus towards
e-Governance and improved citizen services.
5. Focused innovative research need to be pursued to develop other sectors.
Start with a BANK!
To achieve the above in a concerted manner, an organization has to be targeted
to be the anchor tenant of reform and proliferation of ICT. Traditional methods
of allocating resources through government channels to achieve social good will
simply not achieve the desired results. At the same time making monies
available to the private sector with no controllable strategy is likely to turn into a
usual feeding frenzy and evaporation of resources through the process of
decadence benefiting mainly the wealthy in metropolitan areas. It needs to be
an organization with a network of offices and branches in industrial and
commercial areas covering suburban to semi-rural and rural areas. It needs to
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be an organization that directly deals with customers that are industries,
corporations, merchants and entreprenuers, and common individuals. It needs
to be an organization that can create ICT based values for its customers and
also be able to impose reforms and better services from its suppliers. It needs to
be an organization that can create opportunities in many industries in the
private sector, not just one, and be at arms length with the government to
initiate policy changes and reforms in the public sector, and for this it needs to
be a semi-government and semi-private organization. In order to be the anchor
tenant for anything new, technology or innovative business models, it needs to
be an organization with money that extends innovative technological business
ideas along with financial resources to entreprenuers in order to cultivate
innovative businesses. It needs to be an organization that is in the business of
growing business. In order to promote use of ICT in business development it
needs to be organization with a charter to develop industry and commerce. In
order to promote use of ICT in common people's lives it needs to be the type of
organization that enjoys public trust - the type of organization where common
people go to put their money. In Bangladesh, it certainly needs to be a BANK.
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Why a Bank?
In the recent times much of the world has come to know about Bangladesh from
the international headlines created by Grameen Bank and Grameen Phone. Both
examples remain as icons of success in "innovation" for developing nations.
However, there have been critics of both. Internally within Bangladesh,
according to national daily editorials and commentaries, critics of Grameen
Phone attribute its success more to Grameen Bank than the Grameen Phone
company. They would like to discredit the phone company with their argument
that the success of village phone concept is more perceived than real attributing
it's riding the band wagon of "micro-credit" success by Grameen Bank. The
critics are quick to cite Grameen Phone's four times more penetration in the
metropolitan market than the rural market. This is a matter of debate because
each rural customer is essentially an aggregator that account for many users of
the same phone commanding high usage of air time by each phone. Nonetheless,
what is true is that there are a number of Mobile Operators in Bangladesh who
entered the market before Grameen Phone and tried to penetrate the rural
market with the new technology, however, failed because they did not have the
clout and the financial trust and backing from a bank. Grameen Phone
succeeded in rural market because it was backed by a bank and branded by the
bank name, and the critics have focused on this fact. Critics, that are more
nutral, say that a bank and a phone company brand/alliance was as new as the
concept of village phone, and attribute the success to Grameen Bank's brand
image. Perhaps there is truth to this matter. Banking institutions in Bangladesh,
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whether in cities or rural areas, command public confidence because of the
"trust" element. Millions of people put their monies in the small bank branches
and go home worry free. Traders and merchants do their daily transactions
involving greater sums of monies through the same small bank branches.
International traders resort to banks for letters of credit (L/C) trusting the
banking institution more than they trust their trading partners. Regardless of
how inefficient banks may be, public trust developed over time based on the fact
that their monies are safe in a bank. In developing nations "trust" is a significant
factor. When it comes to trying innovative business ideas, meaning something
that hasn't been tried before in Bangladesh, many would agree that a banking
institution because of the "trust" element has a higher degree of succeeding
particularly in semi-rural and rural areas where literacy and awareness is low.
The fact remains that Grameen Phone could have partnered with a phone
company or with a technology company which would have been a logical move,
but instead for obvious reasons it partnered with Grameen Bank. Mr. Iqbal
Quadir, the founder of Grameen Phone and an advisor of this paper, stated that
his reasons to partner with Grameen Bank were several; mainly because it had
the financial resources, necessary clout with internally with the government, and
also its reputation overseas, but most importantly because of its reach in the
target market of rural people.
Similarly there are many reasons to target a bank, for this strategy to succeed.
The following are some of the important reasons:
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1. A bank has a network of branches through which it can deal with the
public. Connecting the branches would not only serve to purposes of
back office automation, but also the branches can be utilized to market
broadband services (extension of ICT) in the community to earn
revenues utilizing its connectivity through the network backbone. For
its own operational purposes the communication network needs to be
strong and reliable, and the same reliability and strength can be
extended to its partners and customers earning a high degree of
customer satisfaction.
2. A bank through its branch network has an existing customer base of
businesses and individuals giving a wide coverage in practically every
district of Bangladesh. For marketing purposes a bank's exisiting
customer base coupled with "trust" and credit availability provides a
huge leveraging factor, and thereby play a significant role in
accelerated growth and development.
3. A bank is in constant touch with local entreprenuers through it semi-
rural and rural branches, especially regarding borrowing money for
starting new businesses. It can be a strong vehicle for cultivating
innovative business models in the low income communities.
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4. A bank deals with industrialists in the private sector. It can be strong
player in partnerships with the private sector in developing
manufacturing and various other idustries.
5. A bank, for its own operational purposes, needs a robust IT
infrastructure which can be designed and architected for Shared IT
Services. In the context of Bangladesh a bank would be in an
advantageous position market such services at affordable rates to its
customers - medium to large businesses.
6. A bank is best suited to provide a secured environment in the rural
areas to try ATMs and other innovative automated services through its
branch network. The the virtue of being a bank, it is better suited
than any other organization to pursue pragmatic yet economically
viable rural development programs.
7. A bank is best suited to bring overseas investment partners. A bank
can also be a credible enough organization to partner with global
technology companies in this endeavor to bring appropriate and high
quality solutions.
8. A bank has clout with the government which is a significant factor in a
country like Bangladesh. In fact for the purposes of this project it will
need to be a government controlled bank, but an independent
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corporartion operating like a private organization and yet with its
reach to drive changes in government sector.
The above and many more reasons make it a convincing case to target a bank
for the purposes of this strategy.
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Are there other Options?
Fundamentally an institution (public or private) with a network of area offices or
a branch network would have to be utilized. For example hotels, cyber cafes,
hospitals, government school system, district and municipal courts, bank, NGOs,
etc. have a network of physical office buildings in various locations. Apart from
banks, the options in Bangladesh may be very limited to none that have reach
into semi-rural and rural areas which also has a compelling need for connectivity
and the ability to market innovative and entreprenurial ideas. As a result a bank
is best suited for the purpose of spreading ICT and generating business growth
at the same time.
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The Project
This project mainly addresses the short term considerations with a vision for the
future and long term solutions. It calls for building a robust fiber-optical
broadband communications backbone, and proliferating ICT in Bangladesh by
utilizing a banking institution as the anchor organization. To justify the cost of
connecting all the bank branches and emerging as a leader using ICT as the
growth engine, the bank would have to be re-engineered utlizing enterprise
technologies. Technology Enabled Re-engineering is underscored as a critical
element in this study. The project starts with a merger of two government
owned banks with a combined agenda to develop industry and commerce.
Based on the combined charter the merged banking institution will be re-
engineered to realign its business strategy, eliminating high cost of beauracracy,
enhancing existing revenue streams and innovating new revenue streams. The
project focuses on creation and use of Shared IT Services mainly to bring reform
in the financial and industrial sectors while achieving efficiency and build up of
enterprise IT skills. The project includes an innovative way of constructing the
nation's fiber-optical backbone, potential e-Education ideas, e-Business models
in the context of Bangladesh, and ICT based innovative business models for
semi-rural to rural areas in order to create a viral effect of ICT in Bangladesh.
The objective of this project is to spurt economic growth through means that are
pragmatic and innovative, and to pursue necessary infrastructure development
and institutional reform to pave the path towards e-Governance in the context of
Bangladesh. The project emphasizes on utilization of Bangladeshi resources.
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However, since it is a project to establish the necessary foundation for
Bangladesh to make a giant leap into reform and development, it applies heavy
emphasis on partnerships with world class organizations to harness quality in
the foundation, and appropriate quality assurance by leading experts from
developed nations.
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ICT Infrastructure
Fiber Optical Network - Backbone
[This section of the paper is directly based on research conducted by a
Bangladeshi technologist and fiber optic expert named Shabbir A. Bashar. The
author duly recognizes his contribution and attributes all credit for this section of
the thesis to Dr. Bashar. In the spirit of not distorting Dr. Bashar's work, much
of the text is directly taken from his publication.]
This section presents a technical overview of some of the underlying principles
of the modern telecommunication technology and the evolution of microwave
radio, satellite systems and various optical fiber based infrastructures.
Based on the proven superiority of fiber optics, combined with the shortfalls of
and the complexities faced by the existing satellite systems due to particularly
unfavorable regional climatic conditions in and around Bangladesh, the need to
link the country to a global submarine optical fiber telecommunication system as
the backbone of choice for bulk information transport is underscored. In addition,
novel ways of realizing cost effective land based long haul fiber-optic
communications networks which use existing electric power lines to suspend
optical fiber cables instead of resorting to expensive trenching techniques for
cable laying is cited as a viable option given that there are practical examples in
both developed and developing countries. Various aspects of optical fiber based
wide area and metropolitan area networks such as Optical Gigabit Ethernet are
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also considered in the context of a mega-city like Dhaka and other highly
populated areas. Finally, the economic benefits of having a reliable
telecommunication infrastructure is discussed.
I - BACKGROUND
It is said that the transistor has done for man's brain in this Information Age
what the steam engine did for his brawn in the Industrial Age. Hence, it comes
as little surprise that we are faced with the technological ability to communicate
conveniently with anyone, anywhere and at any time in many different ways -
voice, data, facsimile, e-mail, image and video - and all this at an affordable
cost judging by the mushrooming number of "internet cafes" at every corner.
Thus modern society has effectively been reduced to a global village and
information exchange has experienced an enormous explosion. However, it is
also said that the biggest hurdle to the full deployment of this technology is
posed by the world's fragmented telecommunications networks - especially in
developing countries. The colossal growth in this market has forced scientists
and engineers to address the issue of the ever-increasing demand. In
Bangladesh the bulk of international telecommunication traffic still relies on the
geo-stationary satellite and terrestrial microwave link system operated by the
Bangladesh Telegraph and Telephone Board (BTTB). Unfortunately, Bangladesh
is well known for its monsoon rains and the annual floods. As seen from the
satellite photograph in Figure 1, the flatness combined with the large number of
rivers in Bangladesh makes it particularly prone to becoming water logged
during the rainy seasons. Despite system allowances for a large rain fade margin
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in this region, the handling capacity of the satellite links is reduced - especially
under adverse conditions. Also, floods (or any other water surface) can cause
signal interference due to multi-path propagation as it travels through the
microwave radio links. However, these are only the minor problems for the
country's telecommunication system. The major natural disasters such as
cyclones, high winds and tidal waves originating from the Bay of Bengal that
cause substantial physical damage to the towers and other equipment are by far
the most significant problems. The 1991 cyclones knocked over the microwave
tower in Chittagong thereby effectively severing the country's international link.
Thus, while appraising the country's telecommunications system requirements,
optical fiber technology makes a compelling case as a solution to Bangladesh's
pressing needs. Short distance optical fiber links to handle dense traffic in intra-
city communication started being used in the mid 80's in the digital telephone
networks. With a view to establishing a fully optical ISDN system to link the
capital with other major cities, the government has implemented several major
inter-city fiber links.
II - SATELLITE AND MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY
Since the introduction of modulated microwaves in the 1920's for
communication between two distant points, this technology has gone through a
tremendous amount of development. However, these links were limited to
distances within the 'line of sight' (roughly 30 kilometers). Thus, the need for
orbiting satellites to relay information over long distances was realized; pilot
concepts evolved in the early 1950's and were followed by the successful
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deployment of communication satellites a decade later. Today satellites of all
shapes and capabilities have been launched to serve almost all the countries of
the World. Most communication satellites are in geo-stationary orbits (some
35,800 km above the Earth's surface) and are able to 'see' nearly one half of the
Earth from this vantage point. To provide continuous coverage to any point on
Earth, only three satellites in such an orbit are sufficient [1]. However, signals
are weakened about a hundred times after traveling these large link distances,
thus necessitating the usage of high gain antennas and powerful transmitters. A
more pertinent problem, however, is the delay and echo often experienced in
long distance phone calls that use these satellites. The accommodation of ever
increasing traffic requires the usage of higher frequency bands for satellite
communications. Commercial satellites have been allocated 6 GHz and 4 GHz
frequencies for up-links and down-links respectively each with about 500 MHz
bandwidth. Another band with 500 or 1000 MHz bandwidth has been allocated
near 12GHz for down-links with corresponding up-links at 14 GHz. A third band,
which has substantial potential, is the 20/30 GHz band where a 2.5 GHz
bandwidth has also been allocated. Some of the fundamental limitations on the
performance of satellite communication systems at frequencies greater than 10
GHz result from a strong interaction of radio waves with rain and ice in the lower
atmosphere. Thus, system reliability demands detailed knowledge of these
interactions. Rain attenuation dominates the power margin for systems
operating above 10 GHz; hence multiple sites are required to meet high
availability objectives. Also, in satellite communication systems the capacity per
beam is strongly affected by rain. For example, to provide the same quality of
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transmission during a rainy period, the capacity may have to be halved. Finally,
a substantial number of terrestrial relays (microwave radio links that operate
only within 'line of sight' distances) are required to transmit the information to
the telecommunication network exchange that may be up to a few hundred
kilometers away from the satellite ground station.
III - OPTICAL FIBER TECHNOLOGY
Faced with the aforementioned fundamental shortfalls of a satellite-based
system, real interest in optical communication was aroused with the invention of
the laser in early 1960's. Proposals for using optical fibers to avoid degradation
of the optical signal while propagating through the atmosphere were made
almost simultaneously in 1966. Early systems exhibited high attenuation (1000
dB/km). Today, less than 40 years on, attenuation of less than 0.2 dB/km is
easily achieved for a carrier wavelength of 1.55Cpm. Thus the majority of the
transmission and receiver systems are geared for operation at this wavelength.
Unlike some of its predecessors, fiber optics technology has many unrivaled
advantages, some of which are listed below:
1. Enormous potential bandwidth: the optical carrier frequency in the range 10
13 to 10 14 Hz offers the potential for a fiber information carrying capacity that
is many orders of magnitude in excess of that obtained using copper cable or
wideband radio systems. This enables fibers to simultaneously carry voice, data,
image and video signals.
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2. Small size and weight: an optical fiber is often no wider than the diameter of
a human hair; thus even after applying protective layers, they are far smaller
and much lighter than corresponding copper cables. This is a tremendous boon
to alleviating duct congestion in cities.
3. Immunity to interference and cross talk: they form a dielectric and are
therefore free from electromagnetic interference.
4. Signal security: as light from a fiber does not radiate significantly, a
transmitted optical signal cannot be obtained non-invasively, thus ensuring a
high degree of signal security.
5. Low transmission loss: with losses as low as 0.2 dB/km, this feature alone
has become a major advantage of optical fiber as extremely wide repeater
spacings (70 to 1OOkm) may be used in long-haul communication links. This in
turn reduces both system cost and complexity.
6. System reliability and ease of maintenance: due to the low loss property,
system reliability is generally enhanced in comparison to conventional electrical
conductor systems.
Furthermore, reliability of optical components have predicted lifetimes of 20 to
30 years. Combined, these factors tend to reduce maintenance time and costs.
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There are three major applications of fiber optic telecommunications - each one
corresponding to the three lowfiber-attenuation windows in Figure 2: long haul
backbone networks (1.55pgm); metro area networks (1.3jpm) and local area
optical networks (0.85ptm). Domestic intercity systems based on optical fibers
have now been widely implemented. These use digital transmission with pulse
rates ranging from a few hundred Mbit/s to about 2Gbit/s. With the usage of
single mode fibers since 1984, repeater spacing of up-to 40km or more is
achieved. Furthermore, with rapid progress in time, the distinction between local,
intra-city and intercity systems is blurring.
A. Sub-marine Optical Fiber Based Long Haul Backbones:
Underwater cables for communications have a relatively long history. The first
transatlantic cable was laid as early as 1858. It was used for telegraphy and
transmitted less than a few words per minute! About a hundred years later in
1956, the first analog transatlantic telephone cable (TAT-1) became operational.
It carried 36 voice channels. The analog TAT family grew with further
development in telecommunications systems and the last such cable, TAT-7,
carrying 4200 channels per co-ax cable was fully operational by 1983. An
increasing demand in the early 1980's for reliable intercontinental
telecommunication links resulted in many proposals to introduce fiber optic
undersea cable systems. By the end of that decade high capacity optical fiber
cables using a carrier wavelength of 1.31im (corresponding to the second
lowest fiber attenuation window) were laid under the Atlantic Ocean (TAT-8) and
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the Pacific Ocean (TPC-3) respectively. TAT-8 and TPC-3 have the capacity to
transmit data at a rate of 280 Mbit/s per fiber pair. Thus, these formed part of
the so-called first generation digital lightwave systems. The second-generation
cables (TAT-9 to TAT-il and TPC-4), with enhanced capabilities such as 560
Mbit/s per fiber pair and using a carrier wavelength of 1.55,um (corresponding to
the lowest fiber attenuation window), are now in operation. The third generation
cables (TAT-12 and 13 and TPC-6) are now in their installation/operation stages;
these have a capacity of 5 Gbit/s transmission rate per fiber pair employing the
first fully optical regeneration techniques in the repeaters. They also use
dispersion shifted fibers and carriers with a 1.55pm wavelength.
The second and third generation cables have extended digital connectivity to the
South Pacific, South East Asia and other points. Two of such global submarine
cable networks that are in the vicinity of Bangladesh are the "South East Asia,
Middle East and Western Europe (SEA-ME-WE)" and the "Fiber Link Around the
Globe (FLAG)" long haul backbones respectively. For example, the 39,000 km
long route taken by SEA-ME- WE-3 cable network that was started in early 1997
and took two and a half years to complete. It is an SONET cable system that
uses the latest wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology and provides
the platform to launch innovative wideband services.
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B. Optical Metro Area Networks:
Sandwiched between optical local area networks and the long haul backbones,
the optical Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) is evolving at a tremendous rate. It
is rapidly becoming a highly competitive market driven by the rise in demand for
a broad range of data communication services such as remote applications, high
volume information storage, web-hosting, video on demand, and other IP-
centric needs as well as bandwidth flexibility at a low cost. Each customer will
have different capacity and quality of service requirements. But the creation of
new data services based on SONET infrastructure has suffered major
impediments due to the inherent inefficiencies of the latter: SONET has large
fixed bandwidth granularity (1.5Mb/s, 50 Mb/s, 150 Mb/s, 600 Mb/s etc.,)
leading to stranded capacity. Gigabit Ethernet or Optical Ethernet, on the other
hand offers bandwidth in small granular increments (1 Mb/s). This highly
attractive feature of Gigabit Ethernet has led to the formation of Metro Ethernet
Forum (MEF) consisting of component and system vendors, new and established
telecommunication carriers with the aim to accelerate the adoption of optical
Ethernet and making it the technology of choice in the world's metro area
networks. Another one of the key capabilities of this technology is that it is cost
competitive in the 40-70 km range and therefore suited to MAN applications; it
is eight times cheaper than either SONET or ATM. However, since Ethernet was
not originally designed with carrier grade features in mind, one of its pitfalls is
that it suffers from network reliability issues. Although optical Ethernet is now
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serving a niche market, it is continually improving thus making it a serious
contender for the metro application.
C. Fiber Optic Cables Installed on Overhead Power Transmission Lines:
Historically regional and international power transmission lines have required
modern network automation and remote control systems. To achieve this, power
utilities started very early to equip their lines with reliable telecommunications
connections. With deregulated telecommunications, opportunities have been
opened up for these power utilities to lease dark fibers or data transmission
capacity or indeed to become telecom operators themselves. Fiber optic cable
links are the foundation of such communication systems. Given their capacity to
transport high bandwidth information over long distances and being immune to
electromagnetic interference makes them an ideal candidate for installation on
overhead electrical power transmission lines. Stringing fibers on poles along
electric utilities has traditionally been the second or third choice for carriers
looking to expand a network backbone, but that is starting to change. Even a
decade ago, the carriers were generally deterred from using aerial rights of way
due to lack of marketing by the utilities, shortcomings of the technology and an
age old habit of burying cables. But between 1988 and 1995, MCI worked
closely with various utilities to install more than 3,800 route km of aerial optical
ground wire (OPT-GW). Similarly, OPT-GW has been used on a significant
segment of 3,500 route km of Trans-Siberian Communication line passing over
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Russia's four large power utilities. Examples exist in Britain with Energis, a
subsidiary of Scottish power utility, as well as in sub-Saharan African countries.
Aerial construction can be as much as 40% less expensive than going the
underground route. In addition, overhead fiber cable installation tends to be
much quicker than buried construction. Unlike buried solutions along railroad or
public highways, electric utility right of way includes the unique advantage of
having substation facilities approximately every 40 to 50 miles. In a water
logged country like Bangladesh, these are the reasons which make this
technology a candidate for serious consideration for expanding the existing
optical fiber network along with the power distribution infrastructure.
[As shown in the charts below, the strategy presented in this thesis envisions an
aerial optical fiber network due to adverse climatic conditions of Bangladesh,
and also considering the ease of maintaining aerial fiber. However, due to high
winds and cyclones, a stronger construction is envisioned running through tubes
or pipes constructed through the high speed rail infrastructure. Due to the fact
that the high speed rail system is strategic for Bangladesh in future, the initia
aerial fiber infrastructure will need to be constructed keeping in mind the future
rail system. Land allocation, zoning and deciding the path through which the rail
system will run, has to be decided first. Then the initial aerial fiber can be strung
along electric poles if they are in close proximity and/or poles would have to be
erected for the initially construction in the interest of easy transition in the
future to shift the cables into the pipes of the concrete bases of the rail system.
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"Blown Fiber" is also envisioned as an alternative considering the cost of initial
infrastructure and also the reduced cost of maintenance.]
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IV - STATUS OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
INFRASTRUCTURES IN BANGLADESH
A. Satellite/Microwave Network:
Relying primarily upon the IO-Inmarsat synchronous orbit satellites located
above the Indian Ocean, the geo-stationary satellite/terrestrial microwave link
network in Bangladesh that is solely used for international telecommunication
consists of four ground stations: the first two are standard "A" stations located
in Betbunia, about 40 km from Chittagong on the Chittagong-Rangamati
highway and in Mohakhali, in Dhaka City; the third one is a standard "B" station
at Talibabad, about 30 km north of Dhaka on the Dhaka-Mymensigh highway
while the fourth one, of standard "F", is in Sylhet. The microwave links carry the
intra-country portion of the traffic. For instance, the Betbunia station is
connected to Chittagong by a 2 GHz 140 Mb/s PDH Microwave; the international
channels are then transmitted through a STM-16 Optical Fiber transmission
system to Dhaka, where the three international gateway switches (two at
Moghbazar and one at Mahakhali adjacent to the satellite Earth Station) are
installed. The Talibabad station is connected to the international switch at
Moghbazar through a single hop 6 GHz microwave link. The Sylhet Earth Station
is to cater for the international trunk service to Sylhet and adjoining areas. This
satellite station is directly connected to the international gateway switch of
British Telecom in UK. In addition to these, there are two more international
terrestrial links: the first is the microwave link from Chuadanga near Kushtia to
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Krishnanagar in India while the second is an UHF link from Attari near Dinajpur
to Bhadrapur in Nepal.
B. Optical Fiber Network
Establishment of fiber optic links in Bangladesh began in 1986, along with the
installation of new digital switches. Starting with the optical fiber link between
Dhaka's Maghbazar and Gulshan telephone exchanges, all intra-city inter-
exchange connections are now established through short distance fiber optic
links. The inter-city portions between the major cities started with the
completion of the STM-16 fiber link between Dhaka to Chittagong in 2001
("STM" is a standard of data transmission rate where STM-1 represents 155
Mb/s). Bogra to Joypurhat to Ragpur and Dinajpur in the north west of
Bangladesh is already connected by STM-4 optical link while Dhaka to Bogra
optical fiber link via the Jamuna Bridge is currently under construction. In
addition, there is a plan to connect Dhaka to Sylhet and Dhaka to Khulna on the
optical fiber network. Moreover, to cater for the increasing international traffic,
Bangladesh, having missed out on a similar opportunity a decade ago, is finally
joining the SEA-ME-WE-4 submarine cable network consortium. The 10Gbs
bandwidth of this network is expected to serve Bangladesh's needs for the next
10 years and significantly reduce costs of international calls. This link, costing
approximately US$60 million will use Chittagong as the landing station. This
guarantees BTTB's free landing access in Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, India,
Sri Lanka, Pakistan, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Italy and France.
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C. VSATs Users
With the intention of accelerating the growth of internet, the government
licensed the use of Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) satellites for data-com
use about a decade ago. There are now about 120 operators consisting mostly
of foreign organizations such as gas companies, embassies and financial
institutions and some internet service providers. These users are linked to
internet hubs located in Singapore or Hong Kong via these links. The Bangladesh
Telecom Regulatory Commission (BTRC) is contemplating legalizing the use of
Voice Over IP on these lines as a way to further alleviate the existing acute
voice channel log-jam.
D. Cellular Phone Networks
There are about half a dozen licensed private cellular-phone network operators
in Bangladesh. Most of these were established in collaboration with foreign
telecom companies. Due to the lack of availability of land-based networks in the
country, they serve a major part of the total telephone traffic in rural and
remote parts of Bangladesh as well as business users in large cities. One of
these operators has leased dark fibers from the Bangladesh Railway to serve as
the backbone for their domestic mobile phone communication network.
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V - ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF A
BETTER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
The advantages and benefits that telecommunication can bring in education,
commercial, medical and governmental activities are too numerous to mention,
suffice it to say that its expansion plays an important role in the economic and
social development of a country. One important benefit of a penetrative telecom
infrastructure is that it can enhance instant communication between
Bangladeshis on the one hand and people in distant places around the globe on
the other. In other words, increasing the number of phone lines per inhabitant,
teledensity, can help put Bangladesh on the world map through enhanced
domestic and global trade. This will pave the way for a stronger economy.
Currently, Bangladesh is among the countries with the lowest teledensity.
Improving the telecom infrastructure will reduce the cost of local and
international phone calls to and from Bangladesh enabling Bangladeshis to join
the international community. Communication technology also serves as a
"Market maker". Given the often intense economic competition among nations,
missed opportunities due to lack of communications access will have more dire
consequences in the future. To be successful, Bangladesh as a developing
country must be prepared to compete in a global economy in which production
takes place around the world on a decentralized and flexible basis. For example,
a small business that serves a single niche market in a developing country can
increase its size by using communication technologies like the internet to
identify similar niche markets in other countries. This means that if developing
countries deploy advanced communication technologies in tandem with
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developed countries, they can also compete in the expanding global services
market on a more equal basis. Deployment of a better communication system
encourages catalytic social, economic and political interaction, which in turn
stimulates further network development and deployment.
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Viral Effect of ICT
The aim of this project is to create a viral effect of ICT in the rural and semi-
rural areas of Bangladesh. Innovative business models that have proven to be
successful in other developing economies will be heavily leveraged to create new
hybrid concepts in the context of Bangladesh. Some of the concepts that will be
explored are as follows:
· IT Enabled Business Efficiency & Reform
· Innovative BOP Focused Business Models
* ICT Markets / Hot Spots
* Divinity Hot Spots
* Rural Hot Spots
* Semi-.Rural Bank Branch Cyber Cafes
* EPZ Hot Spots
* Online Services
* Smart Card - Biometrics
* Merchant Services
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Education
Innovative Mass eEducation - BRAC
Educating the masses is an important priority for Bangladesh. BRAC is an NGO
that operates a network of 1200 primary schools in Bangladesh. It also operates
a university. The author, in the context of this project, presented an innovative
idea to the Vice Chancellor of the BRAC University. The concept utilizes re-
designed content and curriculum for primary school education using a hybrid of
pre-recorded lecture utilizing high impact visuals and having the education
delivered by the village school teachers who act as facilitators. The idea was
conceived and also presented earlier to the Rai Foundation of India. Both Rai
Foundation and BRAC University expressed extreme interest.
Apprenticeship Training
There is a huge layer of population in Bangladesh who are able people interested
in hands on training, vocational in nature, to immediately pursue employment
and also to learn the trade along with learning how to operate the tools of the
trade through direct mentorship of a professional. The apprenticeship training
program can be leveraged from the programs in Germany. Redesigned
programs suitable for Bangladesh can be very successful. Initially high calibre
people interested in this endeavor can be sent to Germany under a training
program to learn and then returned to Bangladesh for pursuing similar programs.
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Leadership Training
In order to advance the nation, leaders have to be developed in all disciplines.
Part of the education agenda would be to establish a program where seasoned
professionals with prior university education would be selected under this
program to pursue one or two year advanced / executive programs in developed
nations. Earlier such programs have not yielded much success because majority
of the professionals sent abroad seeked employment at the country of education
and did not return to the home country. However, the times have changed.
Even the migrant professionals living in U.S. for two decades are returning back.
This type of a program would be successful only if candidates are carefully
selected who are committed and has a promising career in Bangladesh.
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Governance Innovation & Reform
IT Governance / Management Innovation
For reform to take place in the public sector, governance would largely have to
be IT based. New ways of managing with the help of IT solutions have proven
to be quite successful in developed nations. Similar ideas and concepts have to
be pursued in Bangladesh.
Change Management / Training
Managing change hasn't been easy is developed nations, but for Bangladesh it
would present a different set of problems. In developed nations the challenge
was due to unwillingness to change. In Bangladesh, once this program is
launched, the willingness to change would not be difficult to achieve, at least at
upto middle management levels. The challenge would be to teach the people
how to change - how to do a job differently. Strong and effective training
programs would have to be developed so that learning can be easy that do not
require repetition. There may be significant challenges how ever at the very top
levels who would not want to leave their power base. Alternate methods would
have to be deviced to address issues at the very top level.
Government Innovation
The modern ways of governance that have succeeded in governments of
developed nations, may not work in Bangladesh in all cases. New and
innovative ways of government would have to be developed based on ethnicity,
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culture and high end research. This is, however, of paramount importance for
the future. It can be best addressed by setting up of a government laboratory
(G-Lab) in Bangladesh in partnership with a leading University from U.S. to
explore innovative ideas and concepts for the future of Bangladesh.
eGovernance / Citizen Services
The same G-Lab discussed above can be an exploratory lab to innovate new
ideas of eGovernance and improved citizen services for Bangladesh.
Legislation Legal Reform
While there are new regulations added frequently to better facilitate economic
growth and to create new avenues of reform and progress, the fundamental
legal system may need to be explored. Currently the laws in Bangladesh are
based on English common laws. However, the courts also honor the laws based
on a person's religious faith. In the long run the nation needs to explore which
system of law best serve the people. The author envisions a legal system with
regulations based on divine values that are honorable for people of all faith,
ensuring equity and fairness for all. Further explored would be laws for fair
taxation for running country's administration and benefiting the needy, while
creating opportunities for all walks of life. In the short term legislative reform
needs be pursued to ensure facilitation of ICT and diminishing corruption.
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Innovation for the Future - Long Term Plan
Better future must be ensured. A strong research program needs to be
established to pursue focused and cutting edge research in the following areas.
The research and development must be pursued to be ready for implementation
in five years. Innovative and practical solutions must be researched and
developed in the following areas:
· Transportation
· High Speed Rail - Maglev
* Ports & Airlines
* Healthcare / Biotechnology
* Power & Lighting
* Rural Development
* Urban Public Housing
* Water Resource Management
* Environment & Natural Resources
* Agricultural Technology
* Media Arts & Culture
* Social Services
* Financing the Future
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Critical Success Factors
The following is chart that highlights (in red) the critical success factors of the
project.
-AN: $50
WR5RTU $100
GOViV4MQ- $10
.i.-.ATIN
$59 .
L-~; '
Reform "CHANGE" Agenda - Long Term Focus
The project must be about "CHANGE" following a strong reform agenda.
Partnership with Global Firms - BOP Focus
Strong partnerships must be developed with a number of global firms who are
willing to focus on the Bottom of the Pyramid (BOP) market, especially the
market of 131 million people in Bangladesh. The following a few key players:
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1. A strong international technology company - eg. Siemens
2. A strong database and software application company - eg. Oracle
3. A strong global audit firm - eg. PWC or Deloitte
4. Leading academic institutions - eg. MIT & Harvard
Expert Design & Advisory Services
Academia experts and professionals
Focused Cutting Edge R&D
Establsih two leading labs
ARMY to Lead Infrastructure Construction
Army must lead the physical construction
Bi-Partisan Program under Presidential Leadership
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